An enhancer-titration effect induces digit-specific regulatory alleles of the HoxD cluster.
Mice carrying transgenes targeted upstream the HoxD cluster display abnormal digits, with alterations resembling those obtained with loss of functions of Hoxd genes. Because the HoxD cluster remained entirely untouched by the insertional events, we investigated whether these phenotypes were induced by regulatory modifications at a distance. We report here that these targeted relocations behaved as hypomorphic alleles of the distantly located gene Hoxd13 and showed that posterior Hoxd genes located in cis with the integration site were down-regulated. Genetic analyses suggested that this down-regulation resulted from the titration of the activity of a remote located enhancer sequence. These results indicate that the transcriptional efficiency of Hoxd genes in digits could be modulated by the presence of other, unrelated, promoters, within the regulatory landscape of this enhancer. Modifications in these latter transcription units may thus impact upon digit morphology, through misregulation of Hoxd genes, thus illustrating the "buffering effect" that such a global regulatory element can exert upon a short genomic interval.